When Fido is Family,
We Have Your Back
We are proud to have Pets Best as a part of our Pinnacle Partner
Program. You trust us to ensure your workforce has the benefits
they need, when they need them. We trust our Pinnacle Partners to
help us deliver on that promise. These partnerships, grounded in
empathetic experiences and state-of-the art innovation, guarantee
quality products and services with secure and seamless integrations.

Solutions for You
No one wants to have their employees not be able to focus. Especially when
they are worried about expensive vet bills and taking care of man’s best
friend (and cats!) With those who have pets with chronic vet visits, they might
not even know pet insurance is an option.

Our Partnership
Businessolver’s integration with Pets Best offers your employees peace of
mind. Making sure that their best friend is taken care of when unexpected
expenses arise
Convenience: Leverage technology to offer seamless integration of flexible,
innovative Offer a fully integrated product on the Businessolver platform,
where employees can elect pet insurance coverage along with their important
health and wealth benefits in one place.
Flexibility: We deliver flexible coverage, fast claims processing and
personalized service for customers.
Fast Claims: Reduce disruption during the enrollment process with innovative
API connections that get your pet covered in near real-time.

Who Is Pets Best?
Pets Best is a top-rated pet
insurance agency that was started by
a vet. Pets Best pet insurance plans
for dogs and cats cover accidents,
illnesses, surgeries, cancer, and
much more. Offering optional
wellness coverage for routine care,
and specialized coverage plans.
Available Products:
Customizable Accident and
Illness plans
Optional routine care coverage

Why this Benefits You

Integration

Support

Experience

Implementation savings
through standardized
integrations

Dedicated carrier and
support teams

Easy enrollment with
hosted products in
Benefitsolver

Efficient turnaround
times for implementation
Tight processes and
advanced connections

Committed to reducing
administrative burdens
Standardized
processes to create
operational efficiencies

Better benefit education
around plan use
Integration enhancements
to improve user’s access
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Pet insurance is administered by Pets Best
Insurance Services, LLC and is underwritten
by American Pet Insurance Company, a
New York insurance company. Please visit
www.americanpetinsurance.com to review all
available pet health insurance products. Terms
and conditions apply. See policy for details.
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